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Introduction
CONTEXT
A number of analyses and reports have already been published on women in post-conflict
Aceh. However, six years after the peace accord, the issue of women’s political participation in
Aceh is still a topic that requires careful consideration. Gender inequality in the community
and at the grassroots level remains relatively untouched by the efforts to improve women’s
participation in the decision-making processes. This condition appears to be precipitated by a
lack of political commitment and support from the local government.
This research paper examines women’s participation in decision-making in Aceh’s districts,
and how women are related to power and the state. The paper focuses on three main elements:
women and local elections (Pilkada), women in the higher echelons of provincial and district
governments, and women’s participation in the governmental development planning mechanism (Musrenbang). In the beginning, a general overview of the recent condition of women
and politics and its dynamics will be provided as a preface. Thereafter, a more detailed discussion on the above-mentioned focus areas will follow, based on the most relevant, crucial, and
technically accessible resources that were available for this research.
The discussion on women’s political participation in the decision-making process is closely
related to leadership. Political participation refers here simply to any activity that has the intent
or effect of influencing government action – either directly, by affecting the making or implementation of public policy, or indirectly, by influencing the selection of people who make those
policies.2 When we talk about women and politics in Aceh, it is more than the relation between
women and masculine institutional power. It also refers to the contestation surrounding the
public discourse and how Acehnese social and cultural values from the grassroots to the formal
governance level are being implemented and contested. Thus, this research tries to both update
information on the issue at this moment and to explore the context more deeply by relying on
information received from resource persons, documents, and community members.
In Indonesia, both national and local regulations provide sufficient legal tools to enable
women’s participation in politics and decision-making. National regulations include CEDAW
Convention, laws on human rights, the Law on the Governing of Aceh with its gender articles,
and the Presidential Instruction on Gender Mainstreaming in National Development. Local
regulations in Aceh include Qanun no. 6 in 2009 on Women’s Empowerment and Protection
and Qanun no. 5 in 2007 on the Establishment of Women’s Empowerment and Child Protection Body.
Besides this legal basis, in 2008 the Women’s Committee for the Revival of Aceh (Komite
Perempuan Aceh Bangkit/KPAB), which has played an important role in building the confidence
of Acehnese women, has not only challenged women to compete with men but also sent a
moral message on the importance of women’s rights through passing the Charter of Women’s
Rights in Aceh. The charter was declared in Banda Aceh on 11 November 2008, and the Qanun
no. 6 in 2009 was a response to the Charter.3 The Qanun is binding from a legal perspective
while the charter is an agreement amongst women, signed by the Governor of Aceh, that in
moral terms ensures that their rights are equally recognized with men’s. “The provisions of the
Qanun are binding while the charter only complements and perhaps strengthens the Qanun,”
said Nurjanah Ismail, one of the drafters of the Charter of the Rights of women in Aceh.4
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Aceh’s current political context is a mixture of patronage,5 masculinity, communality, ideology, and vested interests contestation. Democracy does work, in the sense that it has created
open opportunities and space for political articulation, aspiration, and association for public.
The practice itself is more complex. In the debates on women’s leadership in politics and public
offices, some arguments glorify the past, and romanticize the great Acehnese heroines and sultanas as proof that in its basic character Acehnese politics has been gender neutral. However,
modern politics is tough: while it no longer deals with guns and colonialism, it is busy with
public opinions, elections, political transactions, rhetoric wars, lobbying, economic power, and
ability to attract supporters – fair or unfair, win or lose.
Women who wish to enter this world of modern politics must be ready to rub shoulders
and fight. Based on their performance they can be appointed to positions of public office, but
to be elected to a position of political leadership they will have to be ready to fight hard and
stand up. Politics is tough and ‘dirty’, as some say. To many, this is the sphere where women
often feel unready or refused. Politics is a world with unwritten rules where affirmative actions
barely touch the surface. After all it is men, with their strong grassroots connections, cultural,
economic, and political access, who hold the majority of political positions. There are only 4
women amongst the 69 members of Aceh’s legislative body, DPRA. In the provincial level Government Working Unit of Aceh (Satuan Kerja Pemerintahan Aceh/SKPA) at echelon II level,
only one out of the 42 existing positions is occupied by a woman. She is the Head of the Body
for Women’s Empowerment and the Protection of Children.
Women’s leadership roles in the religious sphere are equally limited. The Sharia Department and the Council of Islamic Leaders (MPU) in West Aceh, and Islamic schools (dayah)
and MPU in Bireuen, which have a significant role in the community, retain their conservative
views towards women’s position in society. They acknowledge gender equality and equal opportunity, but still prefer that the leadership should be primarily male.6 In West Aceh, there
is Women Clerics Forum (Forum Ulama Perempuan), where two prominent members are Umi
Hanisah and Umi Nuraini, but their presence and influence remains limited. However, they
believe that in accordance to Islam, women are allowed to be leaders.
In Aceh, many government and NGO programs have been carried out to foster women’s
participation in the public sphere, particularly in decision-making processes through mechanisms such as Musrenbang and village meetings. Many NGOs require women’s representation
in their programs; the selection process is usually conducted through the village chief (geuchik).
NGO’s have conducted a number of trainings on women’s rights and economic empowerment
in Aceh. The beneficiaries of these trainings have been female political candidates, activists,
students, and women at grassroots level. While many elite women recognize the usefulness of
2. Nancy Burns, Kay Lehman Schlozman, Sidney Verba, The Private Roots of Public Action: Gender, Equality, and Political Participation. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2001 [1964]. pp. 5–8
3. DPRA started to draft a Qanun for Women’s Empowerment and Protection as a response to the Charter and involving the discussion with
Komnas Perempuan. The draft was finally issued as Qanun No.6/2009 on “Women’s Empowerment and Protection.” The articles include
regulation on Employment (Chapter VI), which oblige the “ Government of Aceh and local district government and other institutions to give
a free opportunity for women to be in the positions in all levels professionally and proportionally” and the women’s participation in public
policy (Chapter VII) in terms of the rights to participate and the rights to gain the opportunity in capacity improvement.
4. ‘The New Aceh Charter on Women’s Rights’, International Development Law Organisation, 2008.
5. Olle Tornquist (ed.), Aceh: The Role of Democracy in Peace and Reconstruction, 2nd edition. Jogjakarta: PCD Press Indonesia, 2010.
6. In our interview, Zainuddin, the Head of Sharia Islam Office in West Aceh, and also a former DPRK member in 2009 (but who then resigned
to work as a civil servant) admits that there shall be no difference in women and men leadership. However, when asked about his opinion
towards Women’s Cleric Forum (Forum Ulama Perempuan) existing in West Aceh, he says that there is no such a thing as a ‘woman cleric’
because it has never been proven anywhere in history. He proposes that the name shall be ‘women scientists’ rather than the term ‘clerics’
because the term women clerics would be rejected by [male] clerics. He then cited the verse in the Quran, which says “men are leaders to
women…”
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these trainings, there is a lot of overlapping, discontinuity, and gaps in the empowerment trainings and programs. One of the aims of this research was to gain a deeper view of this particular
problem.

ON RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
For this research we visited 10 of Bireuen’s 17 sub-districts and 7 out of 12 sub-districts in
West Aceh in order to gain wider and more representative views on the practices of women’s
participation in politics and decision-making processes. Bireuen was selected to represent a
district that in conflict years was one of the strongholds of the Free Aceh Movement (GAM)
and was thus highly impacted by conflict. Bireuen has the only female Head of Sub-district in
Aceh, and two women are members of the district council (DPRK) amidst the district’s strong
patriarchal values. Bireuen is located in the eastern part of Aceh. A second district, West Aceh
(Meulaboh), was selected due to its controversial regulation that in the name of Sharia Law
prohibits women to wear jeans. This district also has its own particular dynamics in terms of
women’s relation with politics. There is only one woman in the current DPRK in West Aceh.
This district represents the western part of Aceh. The current political situation in Aceh reflects
the conflict times in a sense that in the high conflict intensity districts the district councils
(DPRK) have been dominated by Partai Aceh (PA) ever since the 2009 legislative election. In
DPRK Bireuen, PA gained 25 of the 35 seats, which is amongst the highest number of seats PA
holds across Aceh’s districts. In West Aceh, which was less influenced by the conflict, PA gained
only 7 of the 30 seats.
It must be noted that the research was much influenced by the upcoming 2011 Pilkada
– Governor and Bupati elections (Bireuen’s Bupati election will be held in 2012, while West
Aceh will hold election this year). During the research, Bireuen and West Aceh were waiting
for the formal announcements of Bupati and Vice Bupati candidates. Campaign preparation of
Governor and Vice Governor candidates was also ongoing during the field research. There has
been a heated debate on independent candidates amongst political parties as well as within
the leading local political party Partai Aceh that has affected the way politics are contested in
the two districts. Both Bireuen and West Aceh face a conflict of interest within the Partai Aceh
and Aceh Transitional Committee (KPA),7 and both shared a different degree of contestation
amongst political groups.
The table below shows the characteristics of each sub-district that was targeted in this study
in terms of geographic location, and conflict and tsunami impacts:

7. Regarding Pilkada for Governor, KPA in Bireuen clashed over the supporters of the current Governor Irwandi versus the supporters of Zaini
Abdullah and Muzakir Manaf. PA has officially declared that the party support Zaini Abdullah and Muzakir Manaf for Governor and Vice
Governor candidates, while in Meulaboh, KPA clashed over their response towards PA’s decision to put, Adami and Iskandar as Bupati and
Vice Bupati candidates.
8. Indicators for the intensity during conflict period: (1) high frequency of gunfire contact, (2) high amount of military posts, (3) high level of
GAM combatants, (4) amount of civilian casualties, (5) high frequency of terror. According to the research conducted by Harvard Medical
School in 2006, Bireuen was known to be central to the historical development of GAM and a site of some of the longest and most intensive
conflict. However, the various indicators showing the intensity of the conflict’s impact between sub-districts do not show that people in
Bireuen would have suffered more than West Aceh. Key findings show that both regions, North Coast (Bireuen, Pidie, North Aceh) and
Southwest Coast (West Aceh, Nagan Raya, Abdya, and South Aceh) suffered terrible violence and traumatic events at an equivalent level,
and even higher in the Southwest Aceh. This condition occurred despite persons in the Southwest Coast region, where the violence was of
much shorter duration, with reported experience of violence at nearly equivalent rates. Clinicians from IOM’s pilot mental health outreach
programme in Bireuen, find that problems identified in the surveys are extremely prominent among persons diagnosed as suffering mental
health problems (A Psychosocial Needs Assessment of Communities in 14 Conflict Affected Districts in Aceh 2007. IOM, Harvard Medical
School, The World Bank, Bakti Husada, and PPSK Syiah Kuala University).
9. A Psychosocial Needs…(ibid.)
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BIREUEN			

No

Sub-District

Geographic

Conflict Period8

Tsunami impact

1

Samalanga

City/Coastal

High

Low

2

Simpang Mamplam

Interior

High

No

3

Pandrah

Interior

High

No

4

Peudada

Rural/Interior

High

No

5

Peulimbang

Rural/Interior

High

No

6

Kota Juang

City

High

No

7

Juli

Rural/Interior

High

No

8

Peusangan

Urban

High

No

9

Kuta Blang

Urban

High

No

10

Gandapura

City

High

Low

		

WEST ACEH (MEULABOH)

No

Sub-District

Geographic

Conflict Period

Tsunami impact

1

Johan Pahlawan

City

Low

High

2

Samatiga

Urban

Low

High

3

Arongan Lambalek

Rural/Coastal

High

High

4

Woyla Barat

Rural/Interior

High

Low

5

Meurebo

Urban/Coastal

Low

High

6

Kaway XVI

Rural/Interior

High

No

7

Sungai Mas

Rural/Interior

High

No

Despite the history of terrible violence levied against village populations in high conflict intensity regions of Aceh, these communities and most individuals remain remarkably strong and
highly resilient. A study by Harvard Medical School has surveyed local religious, cultural and
community resources that people draw on to overcome conflict experiences. 91% report using
prayer, 54% report consulting a religious specialist for these purposes.9 This condition implies
that religious leaders and local culture have strong position in the communities, though the
latter is not equal to Islamic teachings in this respect.
We mainly used qualitative methodology for the research, though a survey questionnaire
was also distributed to gain a general overview on female staff in the government offices and
women’s representation in the villages. The informants were asked to share their thoughts,
activities, experiences, and perspectives towards women and political participation in the decision-making process both in general (district context) and particular (their specific territory). In
Bireuen, we carried out in-depth interviews with 28 informants (54% female and 46% male);
47% of the interviewees are city residents and 53% residents of sub-districts/villages. 58 persons responded to the survey questionnaire. Of them, 18 worked in the government offices
and 40 in two sub-districts. The informants in the sub-districts came from different villages. In
West Aceh, we carried out in-depth interviews with 23 informants (62,5% female and 37,5%
male) and 24 responded to the questionnaire in the government offices. Of the informants in
West Aceh 54,2% are city residents and 45,8% are sub-district/village residents.
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I. ELECTORAL PARTICIPATION
There are two basic interrelated dimensions of democracy; the open competitive space for citizens to gain all political positions and power, and adequate space for activities that guarantee
political participation for all citizens. The basic mechanism to allow participation is to organise
open, free, and equal election. The formal procedures of elections are noted as one of the challenges for increasing women’s representation in politics, because both legislative and executive
positions are the core policy makers, thus it is important for women to also participate in this
process. However, election is a competition where most men candidates have the privilege due
to their social connection, economic resource and social status.
To provide a wider context for the following examination of women’s political participation in Aceh, this section will provide some comparative data on Indonesian national level and
other regions. At the national level the representation of women in the parliament has reached
18%, while – as will be seen below – also at the regional level an increasing number of women
are being elected, especially for the provincial assemblies.
However, when comparing the 2004 and 2009 elections it needs to be kept in mind that the
numbers of seats gained by women candidates does not provide the whole story, as the results
were produced by two different electoral systems. Thus, we cannot directly say that in Aceh
women would have gained a higher number of seats in 2004 compared to 2009. This will be
explained below.

of women elected reached 12, which is 34% of the total number of seats in the North Maluku
parliament. Prior to the 2009 election, there had not been a single woman in the North Maluku
DPRD.12 All provincial assemblies in Indonesia have female representatives. In addition to the
Maluku province, there are eight DPRDs that have over 20% female representation. In general,
in the 2009 election, amongst Indonesia’s 33 provinces in 26 DPRDs the number of female MPs
increased from the previous period in the 2004 election.
Moving on to the district councils DPRKs, according to the research done by PUSKAPOL
UI, there still are 29 DPRKs, out of the total 461 districts in Indonesia, that have no female
members. These districts are scattered in the provinces of Aceh, East Nusa Tenggara, West Nusa
Tenggara, Maluku, North Maluku and Papua. Furthermore, 66 districts only have one female
member. The highest number of women at a district council level DPRK is in Depok city (17
seats). On the positive side, 8, out of the 461 district councils have over 30% female representatives. These are Gowa District (42%), Tomohon (40%), Depok (34%), Madiun (33%), Kendari
(33%), Batu (32%), Surabaya (30%) and the City of Probolinggo (30%).13
If we compare Aceh’s provincial parliament DPRA to the national level, we can see that in
the 2009 election an inadequate number of women were elected in the legislature in both the
provincial level and in district/city councils in Aceh. It appears that the women’s movement
still has some obstacles that need to be considered carefully. This issue should not only be
viewed from the aspect of the struggle of the women’s movement per se, but it is also noteworthy to seriously consider the strong views amongst political parties in Aceh that deny women’s
increasing participation in the political sphere.14
The 2004 Election15

I. 2004 & 2009 ELECTION RESULTS: A SHORT COMPARISON

Seats

Women MPs

Level

Seats

Women MPs

To start with the national parliament: in 1999–2004, the number of female members of the
Indonesian national parliament was only 45 persons out of 500, or about 9 per cent. The representation of women in the various factions of the parliament during that period was as follows: the military faction TNI 7.9%, The Indonesian Democratic Party of Struggle PDI-P 9.8%,
Golkar 13.3% and the Islamic Party PPP 5.2%. In the following period 2004–2009, 12% of the
550 members of the parliament were women.10 And, as mentioned above, in the 2009 elections
the percentage rose to 18.
The years 2002–2003 were a starting point in increasing women’s seats in the national
parliament. In Law No. 31/2002 Article 13(3) there was an introduction for the need of gender
equality in the political party committee, and in Law No. 12/2003 Article 65(1) for the first time
the 30% quota for women in the legislative candidate was issued. This was then considered
a success in the 2004 legislative election for the national parliament, as the seats gained by
women in DPR increased from 9% in 1999 to 11% in 2004.11
If we look at the provincial level, in the 2004 election some 188 women (10%) were elected
as members of provincial assemblies (DPRD). In the 2009 election, the number of female MPs
doubled, as women then came to occupy 385 (21.6%) of the 1778 DPRD seats all across Indonesia. The increase was particularly remarkable in the North Maluku province. The number

DPRA

69

4

DPRA

69

4

DPRK

580

41

DPRK

645

45

Total

645

45

Total

714

50

10. Studi Persepsi Perempuan terhadap Undang-Undang Kuota 30% di Kota Kendari. Laporan akhir. Bappeda dan Lembaga Penelitian Universitas Haluoleo, 2009.
11. http://www.puskapol.ui.ac.id/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=97%3Akebijakan-peningkatan-keterwakilan-perempuan-pemilu-2004-dan-2009-&catid=1%3Alatest-news&lang=id
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2009 Election

Level
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However, we should highlight that different electoral systems were used in 2004 and 2009
elections. In 2009, candidates with the highest vote won seats, despite their ordinal number,
and a quota of 30% for women legislative candidates was enacted.16 This is different from 2004

12. Ani Soejipto, dkk. Menyapu Dapur Kotor: Refleksi Perempuan dan Politik Era Reformasi. Pusat Kajian Politik FISIP UI: Depok, 2010. Pg. 67.
In addition, there are 11 DPRD which have high enough percentage of female representation ranges from 21% –30%: Lampung (21%), Central
Java (21%), DKI Jakarta (28%), West Java (25%), Yogyakarta (21%), East Kalimantan (24%), Maluku (28%), North Sulawesi (24%), Gorontalo
(22%), and Central Sulawesi (24%). The number of the lowest female representation in parliament is Aceh, where there are 4 women from
69 members (only 5%).
13. Key findings in research done by Center for Political Studies (PUSKAPOL), University of Indonesia. http://www.puskapol.ui.ac.id/index.
php?option=com_content&view=article&id=111%3Arepresentasi-minus-akuntabilitas-analisa-sistem-pemilu-2009&catid=44%3Apressrelease&Itemid=81&lang=en
14. Ibid. Pg. 70–71
15. ‘Kumpulan Regulasi Gender Nasional dan Aceh’, ICAIOS, Banda Aceh 2010. pg. 10
16. Law No.2/2008 Article 2(5) explicitly obliges political parties to put at least 30% women in the party committee. Law No.10/2008 reaffirm
the 30% quota by adopting the modified zipper model: in each of three candidates, there shall be at least one women. Source: http://www.
puskapol.ui.ac.id/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=97%3Akebijakan-peningkatan-keterwakilan-perempuan-pemilu2004-dan-2009-&catid=1%3Alatest-news&lang=id
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election where the winner was based on the ordinal number, the votes gained by their political
party and no obligation for quota of 30% for women regulation.17
The ordinal number was less determining in 2009 than it had been in 2004, but it still reflected how parties prioritized their candidates. The reason is that the candidates at the top of
the list were the ones who enjoyed most support from their party to win the seats. 82–85% of
women who gained seats in the district and provincial legislative councils were the ones with
a top ordinal number (first, second, or third).18 WRI Research shows that the ordinal number
is an important factor to win in the election, both during elections using regulation on ordinal
number based in 2004 and in the election that was based on the majority vote as in 2009. Both
demonstrate that the candidates with a high ordinal number were most likely to be elected.
This is due to the huge role of the political parties in Indonesian politics, as the candidate
number one is considered to best represent the party and become the choice of constituents.19
The research by WRI also shows that the regulation on majority vote that is currently in
use does not seem to have immediately provided results that would be far different from the
regulation on ordinal number in candidacy. There do not seem to be changes in the number
of female successful candidates in Aceh in 2004 and 2009 elections. Female candidates elected
by a majority vote regulation proved equal in number with female candidates elected to the
regulation on ordinal number.

II. 2009 PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS IN ACEH: WOMEN AS CANDIDATES
From the information above we might well say that any woman who gained a seat in the 2004
election could not directly say it reflected her popularity amongst the voters. There were two
other potential reasons: first, she was put in the top ordinal numbers, and second, the party
gained significant votes from their constituents. Dewi Pratiwi, a former DPRK member (2004–
2009) in West Aceh from PAN, is an example on this. In the 2004 election, she was put in the
first ordinal number, and when the party got high votes, she automatically won the seat, despite
that another candidate who held the third ordinal number actually got more votes than she did.
She felt this intimidating when working as a DPRK member in the male-dominated sphere. In
West Aceh’s DPRK there were only two women in the 2004–2009 period. Dewi felt that it was

17. The 2004 election used the ordinal number regulation for candidates. The Election Law in UU No.65/2003 mentioned about 30% quota
for women, however, the article has no obligatory or suggestive manner. Then, Government enacted Law No.10/2008 on Elections and Law
No.2/2008 on Political Parties. Both have the requirement for 30% quota for women legislative candidates, and the Constitutional Court
(MK) only changed the Law No.10/2008. In Law No. 10/2008, there are three important articles that became the legal basis of women’s
representation in the event the 2009 elections. First, Article 8 (1d) rules on the establishment of political parties and states that a party may
participate in elections after fulfilling the requirement to include at least 30 per cent women representation in the management of centrallevel political party. Second, Article 53 stipulates that a list of party candidates in elections should contain at least 30 per cent women
representation. Third, Article 55 regulates that on the list of candidates amongst every 3 (three) enlisted candidates at least 1 (one) must
be a female candidate. Then, the MK revoked the regulation on ordinal number through its decision (putusan MK No.22-24/PUU/VI/2008)
and changed it to a majority vote based regulation. However, despite that, criticism arose because it was considered disregarding the quota
30% for women, the regulation on 30% woman quota itself was not revoked and still legitimate. http://www.mahkamahkonstitusi.go.id/
mk_lkht/m/index.php?page=website.Publikasi.DetailAbstraksi&id=4. Another important point is that the MK decision itself on the change
of the regulation was enacted only after the legislative candidacy registration had already been closed for the 2009 election.
18. This is also a key finding from the research done by Center for Political Studies (PUSKAPOL), University of Indonesia, “Nomor Urut dan
Keterpilihan Perempuan: Posisi di urutan atas sangat berpengaruh terhadap keterpilihan calon”, http://www.puskapol.ui.ac.id/index.
php?option=com_content&view=article&id=111%3Arepresentasi-minus-akuntabilitas-analisa-sistem-pemilu-2009&catid=44%3Apressrelease&Itemid=81&lang=en
19. Ringkasan Laporan. Penelitian Perempuan dan Politik (Sistem Kuota dan Zipper System. Studi Keterwakilan Perempuan pada Pemilu Legislatif 2009 di DPR RI, DPRD Kota Banda Aceh, DPRD Kota Solo, DPRD Kota Pontianak, DPRD Kota Mataram, dan DPRD Kabupaten Minahasa
Utara. Women Research Institute (WRI)-IDRC
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generally difficult to work in the district council. She said,
“I am not a political person. When I was in the early times of my tenure, I was foolish, go
with the flow. Some discarded me with comments such as, ‘What do you know anyway?’ I actually learned politics when I was in the DPRK. When we did a visit to the community, we heard
many harsh criticisms towards the DPRK. That’s why many of DPRK members never visited
them. It turned out to be nothing really great to be a member of the district council.”20
Partai Aceh (PA) was the winner of the 2009 election with the acquisition of 37% in all district councils (DPRK). At the provincial level PA now occupies 33 out of 69 seats available. However, despite the significant victory in the DPRA, the women in the PA did not do well in the
provincial elections: there is not a single PA seat in the provincial parliament held by a woman.
Four women who sit in the House of Representatives of Aceh (DPRA) in 2009–2014 period
come from PAN (1 person) and Golkar (3 persons). PA has 9 women MPs in district councils.
Women in DPRK, 23 Districts/City21
Seats
Women % PA
Women
in DPRK in DPRK		
from PA
					
Pidie
45
4.4
34
1
North Aceh
45
2.2
32
East Aceh
35
5.7
25
Bireuen
35
5.7
25
Aceh Jaya
20
14
Pidie Jaya
25
8
16
2
Lhokseumawe
25
8
14
Aceh Barat Daya (Abdya)
25
9
South Aceh
30
10
Sabang
20
10
6
Aceh Besar
35
2.9
10
Aceh Tamiang
30
13.3
8
2
Kota Langsa
25
20
6
1
West Aceh
30
3.3
7
1
Banda Aceh
30
3.3
6
Nagan Raya
25
16
5
2
Bener Meriah
25
4
3
Aceh Tengah
30
6.7
3
Simeuleu
20
10
2
Gayo Lues
20
5
1
Aceh Tenggara
25
12
1
Aceh Singkil
25
16
0
Subulussalam
25
20
0
					
TOTAL
645
7.6
239
9

Women from			
other parties
in DPRK
Golkar (1)
Demokrat (1)
Demokrat (2)
PAN (1), PPP (1)
PPP (1), Demokrat (1)
Golkar (1), PAN (1)
Golkar (1)
PBR (1), PBA (1)
PAN (1),PPP (1),Golkar (1),Gerindra (1)
Demokrat (1)
Golkar (1), PKPI (1)
PKPI (1)
Demokrat (1), Golkar (1)
PAN (2)
PKS (1)
Golkar (1), Gerindra(1), Patriot (1)
Golkar (2), PKPI (1), PKB (1)
Hanura (1), PKPI(1), Golkar(1),
Demokrat(1) , and PAN(1)
40

Source: KIP 2009
Explanation of colour codes:
Red: PA victory showed the highest rate in 23 districts/cities or 64 –75%, with the lowest number of women (2–8%).
Purple: Districts with the lowest PA seats (0–10%), and mostly the highest number of women in legislative (5–20%).

From the table above we get a picture that there is a tendency to have a lower number of seats
held by women in the districts that are dominated by the PA. In other words, victory and defeat of the PA is inversely proportional to the number of seats of women legislators. If there is
any female presence in the districts where the PA came to dominate the council these women
represent national parties, like for example in the districts of Pidie, North Aceh, East Aceh, and
Bireuen.
20. Interview with Dewi Pratiwi, April 30, 2011
21. Sri Wahyuni and Joko Sutranto, Situasi dan Peran Politik Perempuan Aceh Paska Damai. 2010.
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Matan is one of the women in the PA circles. She was a member of the successful team
for the Irwandi-Nazar campaign in the 2006 Governor’s election, and in the 2009 election she
was in the successful team for women candidates from PA. When asked whether in the 2009
election the PA was discriminatory against women candidates in their party, Matan replied that
the PA had given a pretty fair opportunity for women candidates both in quantity and in the
internal political trainings for women. According to her, the problem is not internal to the PA.
Rather, there is a lack of confidence and preparation amongst women candidates themselves
and the lack of trust from people towards female leadership.22
Some women in Aceh certainly did not lack confidence prior to the 2009 election, but
aimed for establishing a local political party of their own. PARA (Partai Aliansi Rakyat Aceh/
Aceh’s People Alliance Party) was one of the local parties established in the post-MoU period
and it was the only women’s political party in Aceh. The chairperson of this party is Zulhafah. PARA was born when a woman activist, Syarifah Rahmatillah, formed Women’s Political
Network for Policy-making (Jaringan Politik Perempuan untuk Kebijakan) to support the local
parties in issues related to women’s welfare: health, education, and legal issues. This, in turn,
resulted in a consensus to establish a political party for women. PARA was formed because of
Aceh’s past conflict, it was envisaged as a way to give chances for women to involve in every
policy elements. However, the party failed to pass the verification process prior to the 2009 election, because it did not have a sufficient number of district committee representations:23 there
were two districts without PARA’s representation committee in East Aceh and North Aceh.
After the verification failure, approaching the 2009 election, many PARA members spread
by joining other parties as legislative candidates and received support from people and donors.
Other political parties came to offer coalition. The party leader Zulhafah was approached by
several local and national political parties. She was contacted by PDA, PBA, and PRA, but decided to choose GERINDRA because of one reason: Halida Hatta called her directly. She was the
only woman, and in addition to that a daughter of Indonesia’s first Prime Minister Muhammad
Hatta, to approach PARA. Others who approached her were all men, “But we were still angry
and allergic to men!” said Zulhafah. Thus, PARA, as a collective form of those who were in the
party, then affiliated itself to GERINDRA.
In terms of women’s political participation in the parliament, Zulhafah also showed her big
disappointment to PA after 2009 election. The PA as the dominant party in the DPRA has no
women representation at all, and according to Zulhafah, the disappointment also came from the
women inside the PA. They questioned the PA’s commitment and considered the absence of woman representation in the PA as shameful. “After they fought with weapons, now look, they abandon women, their citizens, women who also fought with them. We are furious,” said Zulhafah.
But what kind of profile do the successful female parliamentary candidates have in Indonesia? A research conducted by the University of Indonesia’s Center for Political Studies (PUSKAPOL FISIP UI) interviewed 134 women in 11 provincial assemblies: in DKI Jakarta, West Java,
East Java, Central Java, Aceh, South Sumatra, West Kalimantan, West Nusa Tenggara, Southeast
Sulawesi and South Sulawesi.24 The elected women in most provinces turned out to be young
and highly educated. As many as 64% of them come from the party elite families. Their family members were involved in political parties: either their parents (30%), husbands (25%),
siblings (23%), or children (7%). It could be argued that their involvement in political parties
22. Interview with Matan, Wednesday, May 11, 2011
23. The verification requirement to party committee representation is a minimum 2/3 out of total districts and 2/3 out of total sub-districts.
24. Kliping Berita: Perempuan DPRD Provinsi Berasal dari Keluarga Elit Partai: PUSKAPOL UI. http://library.wri.or.id/index.php?p=show_
detail&id=3146
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was in line with the involvement of family members. For organizational experience, 78% of
the female members of parliament said that they had been engaged in organizations; 43% were
active in women’s organizations and 35% in non-women’s organizations. The remaining 22%
claimed to have absolutely no experience in organizations.
In Aceh, women candidates have also made efforts to build up networks in order to gain supporters. While the PA used its ingrained structure in each level to gain votes, women candidates
from other parties have used this strategy to attract the support from people. This is illustrated
in the table below.
Network Outreach25
No 2009 Provincial
Social-Family
Social-Society		
Legislative Candidates
Network
Network
1
Yuniar SP (Golkar)
x
x		
2
Sri Mawarni (PA)
x			
3
Unsurilmani (PA)
x
x		
4
Maitan Nur (SIRA)		
x		

Gained seat
x
-

This comparison of strategies shows that some women candidates rely on the social family network
to call for support. However, this strategy does not necessarily guarantee them gaining enough
votes, considering that other influential factors also play roles in the process. Such factors in 2009 included intimidation by other parties, ability to attract wider audience, strong cultural and grassroots
level connections, dependency of women voters on their husband’s or family’s political alliances,
and also some incidents of election violations during the election day and voting recapitulation.
Women’s weak participation in electoral politics in Bireuen is related to the conflict divisions and the PA’s strong status in the district. Bireuen’s status as one of the ‘black areas’ during
conflict still seems to affect the socio-psychological character of the Bireuen district. As a consequence, the socio-political power of Free Aceh Movement GAM can be seen in the dominant
presence of PA in the district council (DPRK) and the 2007 Bupati elections. PA members in
DPRK Bireuen are said to be a dominant power in the council and their undermining attitude
towards women is reflected in the overall situation. PA (or GAM) remains politically dominant
also beyond the DPRK. The PA structure reaches all the way to the village level and the KPA
is its ‘structural shadow.’ Their position is still influential in the villages along with the village
apparatus. It is common that in the area the KPA (or formally GAM) has strategically infiltrated
the village apparatus, and often has a subtle hierarchical relation with them. The PA at the
local level also often involves a religious leader, ulama dayah as their advisor. The socio-psychological pattern and character of Bireuen society thus cannot be separated from this relation
between politics and the local identity itself, or so to speak, adat.26
One can detect the dynamics of electoral democracy and how conflict and the patriarchy
politics influenced women’s participation and candidacy in the 2009 election in Bireuen. For
this purpose we compared two election regions (Daerah Pemilihan – DAPIL). The first was
25. Menyapu Dapur Kotor…ibid. pg. 72
26. Adat, or customary norm, is a symbol of Acehnese identity, normative, and spiritual value. It is inherited through socialization, it conserves
traditional rules over time, and is conventionally followed by the community members. An adat approach is often cited and adopted by various community development and empowerment programs. However, adat is not a stagnant or fixed element; its spiritual sense and fragility
can turn out to be dilemmatic when confronted with efforts to improve women’s participation and leadership. In this regard, values connoted with the terms (or slogans) such as democracy, human rights, and gender equality often stir internal controversies, even when community members generally speaking acknowledge the ideas these terms represent (though the degree of their comprehension may vary).
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The following conclusions arise from the above comparison:
1. Most women candidates gained the lowest (or part of half of the lowest) votes irrespective
of their ordinal number.
2. Nurbaiti (PPP) and Rosnani (PAN), the only two women to gain seats in DPRK, both came
from DAPIL 1. Their ordinal number was strategic, with Nurbaiti in the second position and
Rosnani in the first position.
3. There were more women candidates in DAPIL 1 (especially city area).
4. From all parties, only PAN put forward more female than male candidates, up to 85,7% (6
out of 7 candidates).
DAPIL 1 (sub-districts: Kota Juang, Jeumpa, Juli, Kuala), which was, with the exception of Juli,
not severely affected by the conflict. The second was DAPIL 3 (sub-districts: Samalanga, Simpang Mamplam, Pandrah, Jeunib, Peulimbang, Peudada) – a severely affected conflict area. We
collected data from the most popular political parties.
Women legislative candidates 2009
DAPIL 1 (Sub-districts: Kota Juang, Jeumpa, Juli, Kuala)
– not a severe conflict basis
No PA
Total: 12 candidates
Name
Ordinal Vote Rank
		
number
1
Ida Laila
6
246
3rd lowest
2
Radhiah
8
282
Lowest
3
Asma M. Yusuf
12
360
2nd lowest
No SIRA
Total: 7 candidates
1
Elvinar
5
111
3rd lowest
2
Rita Dewi
6
59
Lowest
No PRA
Total: 5 candidates
1
Melur Rahma
1
173
highest
No PBA
Total: 3 candidates
1
Nuraklima
3
14
lowest
No PDA
Total: 7 candidates
1
Kanova Shalihati 7
2
Lowest
2
Tgk Nurhayati
3
64
4th lowest
No PD
Total: 2 candidates
1
Nilam A. Sari
2
363
lowest
No PBR
Total: 1 candidate
1
Desi Safnita
1
173
No PPP
Total: 11 candidates
27
2
723
highest
1
Nurbaiti Gani
2
Rukmini M. Nur
5
74
5th lowest
3
Halimah
10
33
4th lowest
4
Tisara
3
4
lowest
No Golkar
Total: 8 candidates
1
Marhayati Ali
2
185
4th lowest
No PAN
Total: 7 candidates
1
Rosnani
1
874
Highest
2
Sukmawati Jamil 2
471
3
Azizah
3
321
4
Sri Yenni Meutia 4
244
5
Styawati
6
56
6
Suryani
7
17
Lowest
No PKS
Total: 10 candidates
1
Marhelis
3
87
3rd lowest
2
Marlina
7
87

Bireuen 3: (sub-district Samalanga, Sp Mamplam,
Pandrah, Jeunib, Peulimbang, Peudada) – conflict basis
No PA
Total: 9 candidates
Name
Ordinal Vote Rank
		
number
1
Hasmini
3
111
3rd highest
2
Dhiawati
4
29
No SIRA
Total: 6 candidates
1
Erlita
6
70
2nd lowest
No PRA
Total: 7 candidates
1
Maryana
3
71
3rd lowest
No PBA
Total: 5 candidates
1
Zubaidah
4
91
2nd lowest
2
Nilawati
5
15
lowest
No PPP
Total: 11 candidates
1
Nurhasanah
3
8
Lowest
2
Ainan Mardhiah
6
12
2nd lowest
No Golkar
Total: 7 candidates
1
Nurjannah
3
19
Lowest
No PA
Total: 12 candidates
1
Maryati
12
87
2nd lowest
No PKS
Total: 10 candidates
1
Marhelis
3
87
3rd lowest
2
Marlina
7
87

Source: Election Independent Committee (KIP) Bireuen

27. Candidate number one was Bachtiar Abdullah, who only gained 270 votes
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5. DAPIL 1, when compared to the more severely affected conflict area DAPIL 3, and also as the
district centre, was considered to offer bigger chances for women candidates to gain votes.
For example, Desi Safnita (PBR) and Melur Rahma (PRA) do not originally come from the
DAPIL 1 area, but they chose to run in there because of its urban characteristics: cities are
more open towards women and it is easier to build communication and socialize, and there
is less cultural confrontation in comparison to their hometown — a more traditional region.
6. In the Bireuen district council election the majority of the notable political parties included
less than 30% quota for women candidates. PAN was the only exception in here.
7. In DAPIL 3, the highest ordinal number women candidates could gain was number 3, and the
majority of women were not put in the top ordinal numbers.
8. With one exception, Hasmini (PKS), women candidates in DAPIL 3 all gained the lowest
votes in the list.
The two female candidates that we interviewed in Bireuen shed some light on women’s opportunities to participate in elections as candidates. Desi Safnita is the only former female
candidate from PBR and Melur Rahma is the only former female candidate from PRA in DAPIL
1. Regarding the campaign-preparation, Desi felt that several political trainings she had joined
were very helpful. However, she admitted that her motivation to be a legislative candidate arose
more from her having been persuaded by a party member who had directly approached her
parents. The motivation was to fulfil the 30% quota for women. At the same time, however, she
wished that her involvement would change the paradigm of women in Bireuen: that women
can take part in politics and not only have a career at the offices.
Desi and Melur agree that the effort to fulfill the 30% quota for women was only in the surface as a way to fill in the lists and to avoid intimidation from PA who targeted male candidates
in other local parties. The requirement for a 30% quota for women pushed political parties to
put more women as candidates, leading consequently to lacking quality in selection and low
political commitment. More women as candidates reduced the number of male candidates who
may have been targeted for intimidation. Melur admitted that she was also intimidated via
telephone almost every night during her campaign, but it did not hinder her from campaigning. Desi and Melur also both claimed to have lost votes in the recapitulation, but decided not
to complain due to the political situation at that time.28 Melur said she joined PRA because she
was in favour of its vision and mission, especially free health service and education, which were

28. Interview with Melur
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proven to be possible. PRA also conducted a centered and accountable fit and proper test for
all legislative candidates, and she did not spend any money to buy a position in the party. She
is now a cadre in PDRI, a mass organization for women with affiliation to Democrat Party, but
said that she has not decided to join the party.
But did these women candidates utilize their campaigning opportunities to the maximum
and get their message through to the right voters? Did they use the resource of their capacities,
networks, and logistics effectively? These are all matters of strategy and determining factors
for successful campaigning. Many former female candidates admit that they faced limitations
in their campaigning, either from their not-so-aggressive personal drive to face the public and
audience when compared to their male counterparts, or due to other problems such as social
limitations and intimidation from rivals. While womanly approach might work, such as attending social gatherings for women, it has never been a strong enough strategy because women’s
voting behaviour is also influenced by their husbands and families. One of the main issues
faced by women in Aceh as political candidates is their lack of network and relation to the
masses, especially in the grassroots level. Women are not used to the public structures and
building networks in the community. Usually they start doing so only after they have decided
to run for elections, meaning only about a few months before the voting day. Yanti, the current
head of Women Empowerment and Child Protection (PPKS) in West Aceh, admits that she was
once offered a candidacy for the 2009 election but she declined because she felt that she did not
have sufficient grassroots support.
Women can also become the hindrance for other women to gain a seat in the district council, as we can see from the case in West Aceh. West Aceh has only one woman in DPRK,
Nurhayati from PA. However, her performance so far is considered ineffective and unimpressive. From the several resource persons in separate interviews, we heard that Nurhayati’s position in the DPRK is a result of a cheating mechanism that the PA used internally during the
recapitulation of vote counting. The woman who should be sitting in the DPRK from PA is
Umi Hanisah and not Nurhayati. During the election, Umi Hanisah was in the second ordinal
number, while Nurhayati was in the third. According to Umi Hanisah, she gained a higher number of votes than Nurhayati, but on the tenth day, she lost many of her votes and those votes
were ‘accumulated’ to Nurhayati. Umi Hanisah says that this is the intervention done by men
in the party, because Nurhayati has more money and has close relations with Abu Yus, West
Aceh’s former GAM commander and current PA district leader. But Nurhayati lacks capacity
and grassroots support.
Umi Hanisah, the recipient for the Aceh Women Award 2010, is a leader of her own dayah
in Kaway XVI sub-district, and she is also a member of West Aceh’s Women’s Cleric Forum. She
used to have a close tie with Bupati Ramli, but then became highly critical of current politics
after the experience of her defeat in the 2009 election. However, despite the ‘dirty politics’ that
according to her prevails in West Aceh, she continues to endorse and promote her political messages: that it is important for women to know and learn politics, and that the ulamas should
have a political stance. These two issues are popular themes in her preaching. According to her,
women can be political leaders, and ulamas who dare to say otherwise are those who do not
really understand Islamic law.29
Umi Hanisah clearly is a determined person. Nurhayati, on the other hand, seems less decisive and has less confidence.30 Nurhayati admitted that she has no organizational background
or experience, except for her position as the party secretary. She also acknowledged the dif-
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ficulty being a political candidate. At the beginning she refused to run, but then agreed and
carried out campaigning by attending social gatherings. She claimed that in the election, she
was about to be cheated internally in the PA, especially in the recapitulation of voting. When
we asked about her ideas regarding women issues, she wished to receive program proposals
from women in the communities, “I told them to make a program about making pastries, and
pet chicken, but no proposals have come.” What she worried about the most was the fragile role
of being a DPRK member, which she says runs a risk of being hated, and she emphasized that
being a DPRK member means
“you don’t have to be smart in the forum, I mean, we don’t need to talk much, because
we actually only read this and that. No need to argue. Because in the DPRK there is a
recorder in the forum, so if we said something wrong, the party could recall us.”
However, she emphasized that it is important for woman to understand politics, by which she
means that women should know what and how to discuss matters in the meetings they attend.
A third female candidate that we interviewed in West Aceh is Rina who comes from Suak
Timah village in Samatiga sub-district, and was a candidate for Democrat Party (PD) in the 2009
election. She was in the third ordinal number. She admitted that she had no interest in joining
politics; she became a candidate based on an internal party agreement according to which she
was to give the votes she had received to Mufril, the male candidate who held the first ordinal
number, to ensure his election. She also admitted that she did not have any mission or vision
during her candidacy, and neither had she any future intention to participate in politics. She
also added that her husband doesn’t allow her to participate. She is currently working as a
teacher.
We were also interested in finding out information on women as the organizers of elections. Unfortunately, the provincial Election Committee KIP has no data on the gender proportions, either for voters or Pilkada monitors and witnesses. They only compile the quantitative
data of voters and voting booths from the local election committee. The other problem was also
the absence of gender proportion itself in the data of witnesses from the political parties themselves. But based on many people who were involved directly in the process, both the witness
and election monitors were mostly men. This seemed to complete the male-dominated political
sphere, where men dominate not only as incumbents, campaign think-tankers, and political
candidates in the high level positions, but also as those who were around in the voting booths
during election. Female witnesses from various political parties did exist in the 2006 Pilkada,
as stated by some people, but there is no data available to prove it, resulting in the biased
acknowledgement over their presence. The long-term real deal was the output of the whole
election process where gendered perspective was not considered as an important element in
the post-Pilkada political works.

29. Interview with Umi Hanisah
30. When we tried to meet her in DPRK, on the phone she said she was busy in a meeting and on her way to her village. We asked kindly for a
few minutes of her time, but she did not respond. Afterwards, when she came in to the waiting room and saw us, she quickly turned her
back and left, but this was anticipated by her male colleagues sitting with us, who then pursued her to talk to us. Finally, she came back and
agreed for an interview, and in fact she turned out to be a person who likes to chat.
31. However, in the 2009 election system, majority vote regulation implies that the seat gained through a quota was also a result of the accumulation of vote amount where the votes gained by other candidates shall automatically be added to the candidate who is able to pass
the quota, that is, the highest votes in the party.
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III. 2011 GOVERNOR/BUPATI ELECTION: THE ROLE OF WOMEN
17 of Aceh’s 23 districts will hold their Bupati elections in 2011. The other 6 districts will hold
their elections in 2012 and 2013 (South Aceh, Southeast Aceh, Aceh Tamiang, Subulussalam,
Bireuen, and Pidie Jaya). The Governor’s election is to be held on the same day as the Bupati
elections in 2011 in all 23 districts. This section examines the roles of women in the upcoming
elections, based on interviews with campaign teams of Pemilukada candidates and the representatives of some political parties. Women are used as an instrument to guard and increase
men’s voice in an election. However, they are still considered unqualified to run for political
positions, except for a very limited number of prominent women. For example, when one of
the organizers of Muhammad Nazar’s campaign team and a member of SIRA Party was asked
about the possibility of his team including women as witnesses in the voting booth during
Pilkada, he answered lightly,
“My team is not going to include women as witnesses. We will only include men, men
who are ready to kick someone if they needed to, to guard the vote. That’s what I told
them. Women can’t do that. We can’t trust a woman, that’s why they are good at campaigning. We are going have many of these women to launch a ‘guerrilla campaign’
– they’re not going to be in the structure, but they will play in the field.”32
One of the GMPP33 members in the West Aceh region admitted that they have invited women
to join, but while most responded positively they have not done much in practice. Even if they
are involved they have asked for their names to be kept unpublished due to the political situation in West Aceh. “Especially if these women work in the government offices, they are at
risk of being rotated or fired from their jobs,”34 he said. According to him, also in the previous
election women were usually actively involved only around two months prior to the election,
as they have less time to focus on political campaigning. Women are involved in another part
of Nazar’s success team MNC (Muhammad Nazar Center) that is coordinated by Faisal Ridha.
MNC has several divisions, including Geubrina and Srikandi, which are dominated by women.
Geubrina is led by a woman, but its volunteer members represent both sexes. These divisions
build a structural network from the province to the village level. The women’s role in the
MNC includes discussing strategies and steps to be taken to win. The coordinator for network
research in MNC, Affan Ramli, claims that Nazar also gains support from PEKA (Perempuan
Kepala Keluarga/Women as Head of Household), because so far he deals with issues of women
and children, so it makes him familiar with the women struggle’s issues.
Partai Aceh is the only political party that can put forward a gubernatorial candidate without a coalition, and so far it is the only political party that has publicly announced their Governor and Vice Governor candidates. These are Zaini Abdullah and Muzakir Manaf, two of the
most prominent figures in PA and GAM. Beranda, the tabloid launched in April 2011 to boost
the support for this pair, and was widely spread especially in East Aceh. The 15-page tabloid is
filled with the romanticism of the struggle era and GAM’s elite figures, but it has no mention
of women’s participation or women as resource persons. When asked about the potential of
women from PA to run in the upcoming election, Ligadinsyah, the (then) Spokesperson for PA,
said that all have the potential to run, but he highlighted that there was a problem of political
communication for female candidates. He also argued that there is a decision-making mechanism in the PA committee in the district and city levels to select and promote their candidates,
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which will later be discussed in the party’s convention. He stated that while the support for
women to participate in Pilkada is being discussed there has so far been no implementation.35
Fachrul Razi, the head of the Research and Development Division and the current Spokesperson of PA, ensured that PA is ready to include women as witnesses in the polling stations
during Pilkada. He stated that PA has already prepared the women’s province-wide underbouw
organization named ‘Putroe Acheh,’ and that they are ready to support PA candidates Zaini
Abdullah and Muzakkir Manaf in the district level during the campaigning and during the
election day.36 He believed that women’s literary capacity is better than men’s, especially men
in the KPA who mostly prefer coffee and smoking over writing down reports. The women of
‘Putroe Acheh’ will be open to all, aside from the Inong Balee, the women’s wing under KPA.
When he was asked about the possibility of women candidates, he said, “We have not yet found
a qualified woman to run for the election.”
Rachmad Djailani, the Secretary of Caucus of Political Parties37 admitted that the Caucus
itself has not specified any women issues in politics. However, it remains open for the discussion and women’s participation, even though the number of women involved in the meetings
has been very low. During the time of the interview the Caucus was yet to decide its support for
the governor’s candidate. Rachmad, who also is a senior party activist from PRA, expressed his
disappointment at women political activists:
“…they were traitors. Some women ran as political candidates, but not even one women
activist bridged any cooperation to ensure the winning of some candidates. I believe
no more in the women’s movement. They only want to play it safe. No grand strategy
amongst women activists for winning a woman candidate.”
Rachmad Djailani’s harsh criticism towards the absence of significant support from the women
activists for winning a woman’s candidate in the 2009 might be well seen also in this year’s
Bupati election. From all the elections that will be held this year, there is only one woman who
has so far declared to run for Bupati position. She is Sri Wahyuni. Illiza Djamal, the current
vice mayor of Banda Aceh, has announced her willingness to rerun, but her party PPP has not
yet decided whether she will run as the Mayor or Vice Mayor in the upcoming election.38 Furthermore, in West Aceh there is a female candidate, Maimanah, who is preparing herself to run
for a Vice Bupati position.
Sri Wahyuni will run for Bupati of her home district Bener Meriah, together with a KontraS
NGO activist Mustawalad as her Vice Bupati candidate. Sri Wahyuni admitted in the interview
that so far she has spent her own funds for the preparation. She expressed her disappointment towards the fractures among activists nowadays. Sri Wahyuni is a former activist, former
legislative candidate from the PRA, and a researcher. Her motivation to run in the upcoming
election arises from her idealism and her willingness to make a change for the better. She wants
32. Interview, Tuesday, March 15, 2011
33. GMPP (Gerakan Muda Pro Perubahan/Youth Movement Pro Change) campaigns for Nazar in the Governor election. Their strategy is in
establishing network among young activists and students.
34. Interview, May 5, 2011
35. Tabloid Bungong, No. 42, December 2010. Pg. 20
36. Interview, Monday, March 14, 2011
37. Interview, Monday, March 14, 2011. Caucus of Political Parties comprises of various political parties associated to balance the PA dominance
in the parliament. Except Golkar, which decided to quit from the caucus, all local parties and prominent national parties are included: PAN,
PD, PKS, PKPI, Hanura, Gerindra, PRA, SIRA, PDA, PAAS, and PARA.
38. http://pilkada.org/2011/05/ppp-usung-illiza-maju-pemilukada-banda-aceh/
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to prove that a woman can lead, and by doing so she hopes to endorse many other prospective
women to participate in elections in the future. She will be running as an independent candidate against a strong rival in the incumbent Tagore Abu Bakar who is supported by Golkar
Party and coalition of PKPI, PDIP and PKB.
However, Sri Wahyuni’s perseverance to run for the Bupati election is not too highly regarded by her party PRA that sees her as having meagre opportunity to win and due to this
regards the whole effort to potentially waste too much political, financial, and mental energy.
According to one of the division heads in the PRA39 her chances of winning are almost zero, not
entirely because she is a woman, but,
“It was her individual decision. PRA cannot do much for her. She came too late when
all of our energy had already been allocated to other districts for our election strategy. We are proud of her, but she couldn’t win the election. First, PRA has lost much
energy after the defeat in the 2009 election and we have no structure in Bener Meriah
to support her. Second, Tagore is a strong incumbent. Third, she’d better prepare herself for 2014 election because she is not well prepared now to run for Bupati. Fourth,
she has three little kids.”
The pre-election situation in West Aceh does not seem much brighter for women with political aspirations. The emergence of female political figures does not stir any resistance from the
public in West Aceh, especially when these women’s performance and reputation are acknowledged. However, the current Bupati Ramli’s government tends to cut down or limit the access
for all elites who criticize him or are perceived to threaten his position. They are replaced by
others who are in line with Ramli’s own policies or share his ideas. This, in turn, has an impact
on the limitation for women’s political participation, including women as decision-makers.40
Maimanah is the only woman who is preparing herself to run for the Vice Bupati position,
as a pair to the current Vice Bupati, Fuadri, who himself aims to become the Bupati of the West
Aceh district. However, since Fuadri is supported by Democrat Party (PD), there is an ongoing
debate to replace Maimanah, who is not a cadre of PD, with a party member. Maimanah was
the Head of Women’s Empowerment Office when it was first established. She is also a Board
member in Umi Hanisah’s dayah, and remains to have her women’s network and ‘followers’
after her resignation. Along with Umi Hanisah and Umi Cut Nuraini from Women Clerics
Forum, earlier this year she gathered all women figures (clerics, NGO activists, and Tuha Peuts),
along with men, in Fuadri’s house to support her as candidate for Vice Bupati. Hundreds came,
she claims. However, her being a political candidate is still relatively unknown outside of her
‘peer group.’
Different from West Aceh and the other 17 districts in Aceh that will have its Bupati election this year, Bireuen will hold its Bupati election next year. However, in the midst of election
and discourse over women participation in Bireuen, the perception towards women and leadership is divided into the ways people perceive “political leadership” and “administrative leadership” – along with the interpretation of Islam and the social construction.
In Bireuen, a conservative Islamic interpretation is still strongly present in how the role
of women in the society is perceived. However, a high number of women attend schools and
colleges, and it is acknowledged that a small number of women are good leaders and deserve
to be in their public positions. But there is still a strong perception, mainly amongst men, that
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in general women are fit to be in the administrative or a second level of leadership, but unfit
to be political leaders or decision-makers at higher levels such as Bupati or Governor. Several
reasons that were given for this during interviews include the interpretation of Islam that only
men who can be leaders;41 that women’s main priority should be domestic roles;42 that there
were no hindrances or limitations from men and institutions, but the women themselves were
less assertive or lacked capacity to take the opportunities; and that the issues of women’s participation in public and political spheres were part of such Western ideas as ‘gender equality’
and ‘human rights.’

39. Interview with one of the head divisions of PRA, Saturday, May 7, 2011.
40. This view is based on various resource persons we interviewed.
41. Interview with Salman al-Farisi, ustadz in Dayah Mudi Mesra, the most influential dayah or pesantren in Samalanga. Many of this dayah
alumni are members of MPU (clerics general assembly). He stated this reason, because “in accordance of the hadits and verses, a leader
must be a man. Women are inappropriate to have a high political position and a policy maker. However, if a woman was elected to be a political leader, then we must obey her, as long as she follows the norm. But had she not been elected yet, we would reject her.”
42. This view is not only stated by people in the village, but also by urban men. During the interviews in Bireuen city several men said that their
wives were activists before they got married but they preferred and had asked their wives to stay in the domestic roles after marriage, and
to limit their other public activities.
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II. HIGHER ECHELON

Mechanism that was used for fit and proper test in Aceh, with focus on female applicants:

This part examines women’s opportunities to participate in decision-making at the higher levels of civil service in Aceh. In general, leadership in structural positions is perceived to be
different from political positions, and this affects the perception of women’s participation in
politics and in structural government positions.
Existing data and reports on the processes and practices of post-conflict democracy do not
necessarily provide information on gender proportion of persons participating in them. The
Office of Civil Service in Bireuen, according to Halidar, the Head of Women Empowerment
Division, has no gender proportion in their data. This is also true for the website of governmental Statistics Agency (BPS/Badan Pusat Statistik), where distribution of civil services in the
province or district level has no separate data for male and female staff in the specific offices.
The echelons in government offices are divided into 4 categories (golongan): Category I, II,
III, and IV. Category I consists of Regional Secretary (Sekda/Sekretaris Daerah), and the Head
of Local Government Task Unit SKPD (Satuan Kerja Perangkat Daerah). Category II consists of
Head of Divisions (Kabag/Kepala Bagian), Head of Sub-District (camat), and Head of Bureaus/
Offices. Category I and II are considered higher echelons.
Recapitulation of PNS. Data on December, 31, 2009
Category I
		
M
M% F
Aceh
258
95,6
12
Bireuen
109
73,6
39
West Aceh 66
90,4
7

F%
4,4
26,4
9,6

Category II
Total M
M%
270
1991 64,8
148
836
45,1
73
755
42,8

F
1083
1018
1009

F%
35,2
54,9
57,2

Total
3074
1854
1764

M= Male, F= Female

I. PROVINCIAL LEVEL
At the provincial level, higher echelons are selected through the fit and proper test mechanism
that was established in 2007, while at the district level people are appointed to these positions
by the Bupati. According to Faisal Ridha,43 there are no women as Heads of government offices
because very few women apply, even though the Governor himself has publicly announced the
open recruitment in the media. Faisal worked at the fit and proper test for echelon positions,
and he also was a member of Governor’s assisting team that established the mechanism. There
were 241 applicants, but only 13 applications came from women, and all of them failed to
qualify in the last round of selection. According to Governor Irwandi, women were given the
opportunity to participate in the higher echelon. However, when he addressed the matter in a
public meeting he mentioned that only three women had applied, instead of 13. According to
him, it is typical that women do not make use of an opportunity to apply for such positions.44
43. Interview with Faisal Ridha, Friday, March 25, 2011. Fit and proper test is a part of the bureaucratic reform in Aceh by reinventing structure.
In 2007, SKPA (Satuan Kerja Pemerintah Aceh) were downsized from 57 to 53. The Governor was looking for capable persons to fill in the
position in the echelon II (head of the offices, government bodies, and bureaus).
44. A statement he gave at the opening remarks in Duek Pakat Inong Acheh (DPIA) event, April 2011.
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II. BIREUEN
In Bireuen district, the space or portion given in the structural position is gender-neutral and
the recruitment is through an open competition. To gain a position as a civil servant, there is
already a systematic procedure, thus there is no contestation of ideas or election mechanism
like in the political positions. When talking about affirmative action and capacity, the structural
position is different than political positions in the government (Bupati or Governor) or in the
village (geuchik). Yet, the politics appears to have an impact also to structural appointments
conducted by the Executive leader Bupati.
One of the most interesting examples in terms of ‘woman in public leadership’ is the case
of Annisah, the only woman in Aceh who heads a sub-district. The sub-district is Peulimbang
in Bireuen. At first, her appointment as the Head of Sub-district or Camat was based on her
own initiative in 2009 when she proposed herself to Bupati to be Camat, and Bupati responded
positively in 2010 by appointing her. However, she faced resistance from Ridwan Muhammad,
the Spokesperson of DPRK Bireuen from PA. He stated publicly that “a woman in accordance
to Islam shall not be appropriate as a leader,” illustrating the high influence of PA in public matters in Bireuen. His statement, backed by several religious leaders ulama, reflected PA’s strong
structure that reaches down to the village level. One could say that indirectly the comment also
portrayed the local identity in the grassroots.
The Peulimbang sub-district is one of the more traditional communities in the interior part
of Bireuen. The religious argument to hinder Annisah from being appointed was also brought
up by Teungku Usman Puteh, one of the prominent figures in Peulimbang, who said: “women
are unfit to be leaders in Sharia-based Aceh.” Puteh claimed that many villagers were not in
favour of their sub-district being led by a woman.45 Not only came the resistance with the religious argument, but Annisah also became a target of intimidation through public hate-speeches and text messages in her cellular phone, attacking her personally as a woman. Responding
to this controversy, Fachrul Razi, who at the time was the Head of Research and Development
Division of PA, argued: “it was media propaganda against PA, saying that PA protested her appointment using an Islamic interpretation because she is a woman. In fact the reason that PA
spoke out against her was because she had an affair with a married man in the past. The question is, does a woman like that deserve to be a leader?”46 Despite that the argument tries to deny
45. Mukhlis Rama, ‘Polemic on Annisah Position as Head of Peulimbang Sub-District’ a report, October 2010
46. Interview, Monday, March 14, 2011
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the accusation that the PA would discriminate against women, it still shows the personalization
of women and emphasize of morality against women leadership.
After the controversy had emerged, Mukhlis from BIMA conducted a hearing with MPU
Bireuen. The Head of MPU at that time, Teungku Jamaluddin, also argued that women are
inappropriate to be leaders because it is not in accordance with Sharia. On the other hand,
they justified the position of women as members of the legislative DPRK by stating that being
a district council member was not a leadership position. In the case of Annisah, aside from
religious argument, MPU also had a sociological argument, related to the conditions in Peulimbang sub-district: according to this argument the task of a sub-district head in Peulimbang
is hard because it is a post-conflict and interior area with conservative culture. Thus, according
to MPU, it would be unfit for a woman to hold the position, particularly due to evening or late
night meetings, long distances, and the tradition that the Camat should deliver speech during
holy ceremonies.47
However, in addition to Bupati’s support, Annisah was supported by the village chiefs (Geuchik) and Mukim leaders (Imum Mukim) in her sub-district. Annisah has maintained her performance as a non-corrupt civil servant, carried out several programs, and she has been able
to maintain the community support for her position.48 Annisah is also known for her relevant
academic, professional background, and good performance for the camat position.49 According
to the interviews with several resource persons, the prevailing perception in the society in Peulimbang is that a woman can serve as a Camat as Camat is not a political leadership. Despite
that the position somehow symbolizes a leadership role in the sub-district level, the role of
Camat is mainly administrative.
Women who work in the higher echelon were interviewed for this study. When asked
about their willingness to be appointed as a leader or to get a promotion, they said they were
ready to hold a leadership position and ready to take a leading role. The women in the structural position were appointed by their individual performance and not directly elected through
individual or group competition.50 This was stated by, for example, Rita Hayati, the Head of
Bina Marga Division from Public Works Office, who said that her appointment as the only
female Head of Division was a hierarchical and a quick decision, and she herself was never
involved in the selection process.51
Rita, a 36-year-old woman with an Engineering degree from Syiah Kuala University, is
‘quite famous’ among her colleagues because of the story on her professionalism: during her
pregnancy she still decided to carry out a field check at 2 a.m., making sure that the road construction went well. She has four children – two boys and two girls – and she is used to bring47. Interview with Mukhlis,
48. Annisah said after her inauguration, she did a consultancy and meeting with association of geuchik and imum mukim where she then
gained the support. Afterwards she initiated programs such as irrigation and community work (gotong royong). The support of her community is also acknowledged in Mukhlis Rama’s report (‘Polemic on Annisah…ibid.). Also check the news in January 2011, http://www.
theglobejournal.com/kategori/varia/warga-peulimbang-minta-camat-anisah-dipertahankan.php. She also gained supports various NGOs
and organizations in Aceh, individually and collectively.
49. During her tenure as the Head of Mukim and Gampong Governance in Bireuen, Annisah was considered successful in lifting 130 village
secretaries as civil servants (with SK PNS), added to 164 in total. http://aceh.tribunnews.com/news/view/23822/130-sekdes-di-bireuenterima-sk-pns
50. There are 12 women in the strategic structural positions: (1) Cut Soraya (secretary of Agriculture Office), (2) Rahimakumullah (secretary of
Ocean and Fisheries Office), (3) Syahniah (head division of Social Office), (4) Cut Hanum (head division of Transportation), (5) Rita Hayati
(head division Bina Marga of Public Works Office), (6) Israwati (head division Basic Health Service of Health Office), (7) Hasnawati (head
division Cooperation & Small Medium Enterprises of Industry and SME Office), (8) Halidar (head division of Women Empowerment and
Family Welfare of Community Development Office), (9) Ros (head division Administration of Regional Development Board/BAPPEDA), (10)
Dewi (head division Secretary of BAPPEDA), (11) Yuniar (head division Economy and Manpower of BAPPEDA), (12) Ayu (head division Human
Resource Development of BAPPEDA).
51. Interview with Rita Hayati. The Office of Public Works has three divisions: (1) Bina Marga, (2) Cipta Karya, (3) Watering, and (4) Mining
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ing her children along during her field visits, including when she was still breastfeeding her
newborn baby. Rita found the Office of Public Works, where work is all about physical development and construction, quite gender-neutral. In terms of gender relations, there are neither
discriminatory practices nor affirmative action. In her division, Bina Marga, despite that only 6
out of 40 staff members are women, she executes female leadership style by being more democratic, more patient, and stressing the importance of family relations and support. She connects
with her staff and their families. This pattern of wider social connections is useful, considering
that the career she pursues often requires her to go out with her male colleagues. Due to this,
it is important to make a connection with her family’s staffs and vice versa to maintain the
healthy teamwork and social relation among the workers.
In the structural positions, the women’s access to leadership position depends on their
superiors’ assessment of the performance. Razuardi, the Head of Bappeda in Bireuen, who has
the most female Head of Divisions amongst all district offices, stated that in the past he has
endorsed women who had potential to fill those positions and that he still continues to do so.
“Sometimes the female staff avoid me when I come around because I am like that. Some of
them are smart but many are still shy and lack confidence,” he said.
Ayu, the Head division of Human Resource Development in Bappeda, assessed that the
selection process for leadership positions in Bappeda in Bireuen was based on free and fair
competition without discrimination against women. She discarded the need for any quota for
women.52 She argued that any form of separation and affirmative action for women would in
fact only marginalize women. She criticized the gender issue. For her, what matters is taking
the job, carrying the consequences, having sufficient courage, managerial skills, and discipline.
The women’s lack of involvement is caused by women themselves as they do not want to take
up the opportunities.
The Office of Women’s Empowerment and Child Protection could be a very good effort to
provide and boost women’s public participation and various issues of gender equality, but the
role remains limited: either being merged under another office, or unable to put pressure over
the discriminatory issues against women such as polygamy. Bireuen is one of the examples.
In Bireuen, Office of Women’s Empowerment and Child Protection has been merged under
the Office of Community Empowerment-Women’s Empowerment and Family Welfare (BPMPPKS/Badan Pemberdayaan Masyarakat-Pemberdayaan Perempuan dan Keluarga Sejahtera) as
one its divisions. Women’s Empowerment division (PP) focuses on economic empowerment
and health improvement. During the interview, Halidar, the Head of BPM-PPKS, raised two interesting issues: a draft Qanun for polygamy that had been initiated by the DPRK members, and
the fact that there is no budget for Women Empowerment division (PP) in the district budget
(APBK). Draft bylaw on polygamy, according to Halidar, was suggested during a team discussion session on LOGICA training on ‘conflict-sensitive budgeting’ in 2010. In fact it was said to
have already been planned as a part of district regulation program.53 This draft was rumoured
to be an effort to legalize polygamy, rather than to “hide it”, in order to better regulate it. The
current regulation prohibits polygamy for civil servants. However, the notion was later softly
52. Interview with Ayu,
53. The draft Qanun on polygamy was once reported on July 2010 as one of 10 drafts to be in the DPRK session year 2012, http://aceh.tribunnews.com/news/view/34440/dprk-bireuen-tetapkan-86-raqan. In 2009, Bireuen was considered having the highest rate of nikah liar or
nikah sirri (in religious term), a term for illegal marriage (undocumented, but religiously legitimate), http://m.serambinews.com/news/
view/9538/didukung-usul-kadi-liar-dihukum-penjara-dua-tahun. This might well a justification to draft a Qanun to regulate and thus legitimate polygamy
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criticized as it was considered to ‘violate the law’ and then cancelled. Azhari,54 one of the DPRK
members from PA, who said he remembers joining the LOGICA training, denied the story and
stated that it was only a joke during the break session. The issue of draft Qanun for polygamy,
however, was supported by Salman al-Farisi, one of religious leaders ustadz in the influential
Dayah Mudi Mesra, when we asked his opinion on the matter.

III. WEST ACEH
Unlike in Bireuen, where the Office of Women Empowerment was merged under the Office of
Community Empowerment, West Aceh still retains a separate government body for women’s
empowerment under the name of Integrated Service Center for Women Empowerment and
Child Protection P2TP2A (Pusat Pelayanan Terpadu Pemberdayaan Perempuan dan Anak). Currently the office has three programs: family planning (KB/Keluarga Berencana), child protection, and violence against women. Yanti, the Head of BPP, said that there is no program on
social or political empowerment for women. She argued that the budget for BPP is limited
only for socialization on the three programs. BPP received no money from the province and
survived with leftovers from the budget – only 40 million Rupiah a year’s saving for funding
the program’s technical implementation.55
According to many women but also at least one man interviewed for this report,56 Bupati
Ramli appoints, rotates, or fires persons in the government positions only for personal and political reasons. This concerns particularly women in the leadership positions at the government
offices. Thus, not only women, but also men in the higher echelon positions are appointed primarily not because of their capacity but due to their close relation with Bupati, because of their
connection with Bupati’s network, vested interests, or simply because they are not in a position
to threaten Bupati’s political position.
Currently there is only one woman as the Head of government office in West Aceh district.
She is Nasrita, who heads the Fisheries and Sea Office. When Nasrita was asked about her appointment in the position of Head of Fisheries and Sea Office, she answered that the process
was quick through direct request from Bupati.57 The other woman in the highest government
body position is the Head of BPP Yanti, who was referred to above. We enquired about their
views on the accusations over Bupati’s appointment policy. Yanti, the Head of BPP, was one
woman who is said to have a close tie with Bupati, and some suspect this to be the reason why
she replaced Maimanah in this position. Yanti herself said that she has difficulties in communicating with her predecessor, and claimed that it is Maimanah who avoids communication
with her. According to her, Maimanah resigned only to prepare herself as a candidate for the
Vice Bupati position.
Despite the accusations, both Yanti and Nasrita appear to possess the confidence and intelligence that is required for a leader. However, while Yanti seems somewhat less progressive and innovative than her predecessor Maimanah, Nasrita’s sense of leadership seems more
prevalent. Nasrita, who has a degree from the Faculty of Agriculture at Syiah Kuala University,
executes her leadership style with “a cool head and motherly instinct,” as she claimed herself.
To give an example on her leadership skills, in January 2010 she was confronted with a mas54. Confirmation by phone, Monday, April 18, 2011
55. Interview with Yanti
56. These included a former DPRK member, a former government office leader, a former legislative candidate, and a prominent activist. We
interviewed them separately.
57. Nasrita says that Bupati chose her through her track record, and sent SMS to gather opinions about her.
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sive demonstration of the fishermen’s community in the case of prohibition to use trawl.58 One
thousand people gathered at her office to protest the trial against a fisherman who had violated
the regulation by using a trawl. Nasrita said that prior to the detention there had been a conflict
amongst the fishermen, which had ended with an agreement to stop using trawls and to seek
and facilitate alternative fishing methods. She said that she had to take a stance on the matter
as trawling is dangerous to the environment. Nevertheless, she met with the demonstrators,
listened to them, and asked for their suggestions and solution. She understood that she had
to face an angry crowd, so it was important to listen to their views, and that her office needed
to compensate for the trawl prohibition, as well as facilitate an agreement. “I was not afraid
because I had my legal basis,” Nasrita concluded. Her concept of leadership is work ethics in
emotional management, strong motivation, and confidence. She says the female staffs are commonly unable to focus on their work (because of the multitasking) and lack confidence when
being appointed to a challenging task. When asked about women candidates in the upcoming
election and whether she would be interested to be involved, Nasrita said that she had no intention to get involved in practical politics, and that she has not heard of any women to run for
this year election.

IV. BIREUEN-WEST ACEH COMPARISON:
WOMEN IN THE MIDDLE ECHELONS
Forty-two women civil servants working in middle echelons were asked to fill in a questionnaire that aimed to find out their aspirations and views on the civil service a career choice. The
most common reasons for women to consider civil service as an attractive job were: it guarantees to make ends meet and thus secures the family’s future; it equips with pension; and it enables to serve the state and the society. From all the respondents, only two answered that being
a civil servant was their true aspiration, and the other two answered that it was fit for women
who have limitations (such as being a wife and a mother) and it doesn’t take too much energy.
BIREUEN59 (in percentage)

58. While she was explaining, she showed me clippings of the news about the incident. The news can also be accessed at http://aceh.tribunnews.com/news/view/21285/demo-nelayan-ke-dprk-kadis-dkp-nyaris-dipukul
59. The 18 respondents consist of 5 women from Bina Marga Division in Office of Public Works, 9 women in BPM-PPKS (Office of Community
Empowerment-Women Empowerment and Family Welfare), and 4 women in Bappeda.
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WEST ACEH60 (in percentage)

Interestingly, the perception on women leadership also depends on the office they are in, in this
case the Office of Sharia Islam. For question number 2 (“Are women as good leaders as men?”)
all (four) respondents from the Office of Sharia Islam in West Aceh answered “no” while only
one respondent from Bireuen who answered “no.” The female staff in the Office of Sharia Islam explained briefly that: first, it is not in accordance with Islam where men are leaders, and
second, because women tend to be emotional in decision-making. This implies that the label
‘Sharia Islam’ in its institutionalized form is a strong reason that creates a tendency to subordinate women leadership, including the perception among its staffs.
Some women plan to build a career in the civil service and aim for higher positions. Among
many female civil servants in the government offices, Rere is one of the rare former activists in
the Bireuen’s Bappeda staff. She remains optimist and idealistic about her current performance
and future aspiration. She had worked as a facilitator for a World Bank-funded community
empowerment program PNPM, was involved in the assistance for women working in small
entrepreneurship, and went to Papua province with UNILO. She graduated from the Faculty
of Economics in Syiah Kuala University, and with her position in the Category IIIA, she says
she will do her best and would not refuse to be a Head of Bappeda one day. She even already
prepared her future strategy to pursue a postgraduate degree before she would be promoted to
a higher position, IIIB, and is ready for the consequences and to make sacrifices. The challenge
is to overcome an internal obstacle from the family, who usually has a stereotypical perception
for a career woman.61

60. The 24 respondents consist of 6 women from Body of Regional Finance and Wealth Management (BPKKD), 9 women from Community
Health Service (Puskesmas) in Meurebo sub-district, 4 women in the Office of Sharia Islam, and 5 women in Office of Fisheries and Sea.
61. Interview with Rere.
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III. SUPPLEMENTARY DEMOCRATIC MECHANISM
Two main supplementary democratic mechanisms in Aceh are Musrenbang or Development
Planning Meetings and traditional village meetings. Musrenbang is a formal governmental
mechanism while traditional village meetings consist of casual and occasional meetings in
the village level. In the village meetings the key actors include the village chief geuchik, other
traditional leaders such as imum mukim and tuha peut, as well as community members. Since
Musrenbang is a bottom-up system, it ideally also involves these key actors in the village. Musrenbang is a national communal development planning system, in which development plans
are designed and agreed communally in public meetings first at village level, and then at subdistrict, district, province, and finally national level. Traditional meetings in the village and subdistrict levels are an important element in the sense of bargaining power in the community.
They are not only influential in terms of grassroots level in the community, but also reflect the
basic socio-cultural aspects of society in shaping public perceptions.
Many NGOs and government’s programs and trainings require women’s participation, and
due to this the village chiefs are asked to appoint prospective women to be involved. Musrenbang and other forms of public meetings are also done in this way. However, several women we
met in the remote sub-districts of Arongan Lambalek and Sungai Mas in West Aceh district62
said that they had never heard of Musrenbang. NGO activities for women also remained unknown in these two sub-districts. When asked about village meetings, except for PKK meetings
(women’s meetings), village women said that they never came to the meetings and were never
invited to attend. They thought that it is the men who usually should come to those meetings,
and that women are not smart enough to participate. Any questions from women are sufficiently represented by men. According to a female worker in the rice fields in Arongan Lambalek
sub-district, men are more appropriate to be leaders than women because it has been proven
to be so throughout history.
However, even though a good mechanism endorses equal opportunities in civic participation, it often happens that in the process women are still passive about their role. This may
happen either because of their own preference or due to external hindrances. Ayu, the Head of
Division of Human Resource Development in Bappeda Bireuen said that Bappeda prioritizes
the basic needs of the society, which is infrastructure. The women’s participation in Musrenbang is not significant, because even if they came they would not talk because they feel that
their aspiration is already represented.63 This view was supported by Desi, the former 2009
legislative candidate, who said women were never invited to attend Musrenbang at the village
level, not even in urban neighbourhoods. Women’s non-participation was not only because the
meetings are usually held at night, but also because they were never asked to attend.
Supplementary democratic mechanisms through Musrenbang and village meetings are not
free from political interests. But they also include characteristics of local identity in Aceh that
are not ideologically structured, and thus remain relatively free from political interests. This is
different from the views of activists, politicians, and political party members who have their
62. We had a conversation with Intan and her daughter, from Arongan Lambalek sub-district, who works daily in the field rice, as well as with
the wife of a village chief and her friends in Sungai Mas sub-district.
63. Interview with Ayu.
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interests over the notion of women’s participation and in promoting activities that involve civic
(including women’s) participation. In West Aceh, women’s consolidation in the elite level exists, and their strategy has been to build it from the bottom through the supplementary democratic mechanisms. The movement has been rather non-political, and their work has focused
on social work, such as Quranic reading groups, PKK, and informal social gatherings. Later on
the consolidation work has shifted towards an effort of political intervention, illustrated in the
case of Maimanah’s candidacy for the Vice Bupati position in West Aceh. The consolidation
forum of these women, however, is still relatively exclusive, including NGO activists, government figures, academics, women clerics, and female Tuha Peut. It is yet to touch the grassroots
level and a wider audience. For this reason it is important to examine women’s participation
and their perceptions not only at the elite level (activists and government) but also amongst
women in the villages. Despite the fact that generally there seems to be lack of women’s participation in these two forms of supplementary democratic mechanism, it is still worthwhile
to look into these two mechanisms as women’s participation appears to have slightly different
roles in them.

MUSRENBANG
Since the implementation of decentralization policies started in Indonesia in 1999, the central
government has made efforts, through a series of regulatory and other actions to encourage
the application of participatory approaches in regional development planning. More space has
also been given to community involvement in the processes of governance. Local governments
support the efforts by implementing Musrenbang. Ideally, Musrenbang is an open multi-stakeholder forum, which collectively identifies and prioritizes community development policy. This
activity serves as a process of negotiation, reconciliation, and harmonization of differences
between governmental and non-governmental stakeholders, and seeks consensus on priority
development activities that will be conducted with public funding. It is a formal mechanism
to collect and articulate people’s ideas, suggestions, and aspirations from the village level up to
the district level. Musrenbang in the village level gathers inputs from the community members,
particularly from key actors in village (geuchik, tuha peut, village secretary) and then submits
them to the sub-district where the inputs from several villages will be selected based on the
common interest. Afterwards, the selected inputs will be delivered to the district level, where
the inputs will be discussed along with government planning agency Bappeda, district council
DPRK, and government work unit SKPD.
The regions have endorsed the Musrenbang procedure by preparing local regulations on
Musrenbang and more generally on participation and transparency of planning processes that
aim to ensure better representation of all stakeholders. They also aim to improve the quality
of decision-making process in Musrenbang regarding the allocation of budgetary resources. In
Surakarta, for example, local regulations on Musrenbang emphasize that at least 30 per cent
of participants in each Musrenbang activity must be women. In Nagan Raya district in Aceh,
clinics and budgetary planning mechanisms were introduced to better synchronize between
the proposals from the “bottom” and “top”.64
While Musrenbang appears to be a good supplementary democratic mechanism, there are
at least two crucial problems that lessen the effectiveness of Musrenbang. First, it has no bar64. ‘Musrenbang sebagai Instrumen Efektif dalam Penganggaran Partisipatif: Isu-isu Utama dan Perspektif Peningkatan Mutu Musrenbang di
Masa Depan’, Good Governance Brief no. 2, Juli 2007. USAID & LGSP. Pg.4.
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gaining power when it comes to the higher bureaucratic levels. It often happens that the suggestions that have been collected and selected in the village and sub-district levels are excluded
in the district level due to political interests.65 Second, women have a very limited involvement
in Musrenbang.66 It often happens that the mechanism becomes a mere formality at the subdistrict level, even though it is supposed to gather key actors from the villages. This is because
the head of the sub-district only calls the village chiefs and tuha peuts to the office and they fill
in the Musrenbang form that needs to be submitted to the district level. Implemented in this
way the mechanism becomes dominated by male decision-makers.

TRADITIONAL MEETINGS
Similar to Musrenbang, key actors in the traditional meetings are the village apparatus: geuchik, imum mukim, tuha peut, and the head of village youth association. However, while Musrenbang is a formal mechanism from the government, traditional meetings are a part of adat,
and participation is voluntary according to the existing needs. Traditional meetings are held,
for example prior to social events such as preparation of communal celebration (kenduri), or
when cases of violations against social norms need to be settled. Geuchik holds the most crucial
position as a decision-maker and the central figure in the village. As he is elected to the position
he usually has strong legitimation. Geuchik often has more bargaining power than camat (subdistrict head), particularly when it comes to the issues in the village. Geuchik’s authority may
even hinder pressure from religious leaders (ulama) and members of district council (DPRK), as
could be seen in the dispute over the only female camat in Peulimbang sub-district in Bireuen,
as was discussed above. Annisah whose position as a camat was questioned by ulama and
DPRK members was finally able to maintain her position due to the support of the geuchiks
and imum mukims in her sub-district.
There are women in tuha peut both in Bireuen and West Aceh, but in the latter district they
are more consolidated and active. Cut, a senior activist of Muhammadiyah and a former 2009
legislative candidate from PMB (Partai Matahari Bangsa) who currently is the Head of Bireuen
Women’s Tuha Peut, admits that the existence of the organization is in the crisis. During the
meeting of Women’s Tuha Peut in November 2009, only four sub-district representations attended, altogether 27 women. The organization has so far not played a significant role.67 On
the other hand, Fatimah Zuhri, the Head of West Aceh’s Tuha Peut, while admitting the lack of
participation of Women Tuha Peut, is still very much involved in social and grassroots activities
of her district.
But what are the chances of women to become village leaders in Aceh? Bireuen consists
of 17 sub-districts and 580 villages.68 In terms of women’s participation, there is not a single
woman as geuchik and only two women are holding the position of village secretary. In the villages the leadership position and administrative positions seem to be separated. Geuchik holds
the leadership position; he is the ultimate decision-maker and the charismatic figure of the
village. The village secretary, then, is a rather administrative position with technical responsi65. For example a village chief in Arongan Lambalek sub-district in West Aceh discarded the Musrenbang by turning it into a parody: “What?
‘A Muslim’-bank?” He does not believe in Musrenbang because it is only a formality and there is never implementation. The village chief
explained that most projects that were realized came from the proposals submitted by individuals to the local authorities. The village secretary of the same village, however, opinioned that Musrenbang has done a good job, especially for PKK activities. However, he also pointed
out that Musrenbang has yet to maximize its performance, which was sometimes for budgetary reasons.
66. This opinion was expressed by almost all of our resource persons.
67. Interview with Cut.
68. http://www.bireuenkab.go.id/kecamatan.php, data 2009.
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bilities. Village secretaries are appointed by geuchik and agreed by the community. The village
secretary functions as an administrator, delivering and taking care of documents and identity
cards of the villagers in coordination with geuchik and sub-district heads, and the job is very
mobile by nature. This partly explains why men still dominate these positions.
Nurmawati from Garab village (Peulimbang sub-district) and Suryani from Paya Bili village (Jeunib sub-district) hold a position of village secretary in Bireuen. These women, both
below 40 years of age, admitted that they were appointed by geuchik and/or supported by the
community for two main reasons:69 First, both Garab and Paya Bili are two new villages, or
results of pemekaran, and were established only in 2007. The social condition of the villages is
similar: located in the interior and having a relatively low population density when compared
to surrounding villages. Paya Bili was once a conflict basis and the village was burnt down, due
to which the inhabitants fled the village. Around 2007 the village was rebuilt and newcomers
came and stayed. Paya Bili and Garab are not far away from each other, but Paya Bili is located
further in the uphill, closer to the forest, and is more isolated than Garab. This also has an
impact on its population. With the high amount of men working in the plantations or having
moved closer to the city, a better skilled woman in the village is needed for an administrative
position. Second, and related to the above is also the generally low level of education in these
villages. Both villages share a feature: amongst all enlisted village inhabitants only Nurmawati
and Suryani have a high school diploma. Suryani herself is now pursuing her university degree
in Al Muslim University, with a distance-class in Jeunib. According to Suryani (Paya Bili village), many of the village inhabitants are only junior high school graduates. Thus, the existence
of two women as village secretary is more of a substitute to the absence of a ‘qualified’ man.
Their positions are also still honorary, not yet a permanent civil servant position.
Nurmawati (Garab village) said that there was no resistance in the community towards
her and other women to participate in the village meetings, and sometimes the men asked her
opinion. She also feels confident to speak in the forum and build communication. However, the
participation of women is limited only to PNPM activities and posyandu. When asked about
the future plan, Nurmawati said she wanted to be a civil servant, and when asked whether she
wanted to be a geuchik, she laughed and answered, “If there is a chance, I would like to.”
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69. Based on interview with Nurmawati and Suryani, separately, each in their village.
70. There were 40 respondents in total, 20 women from Peusangan sub-district, and 20 women from Kuta Blang sub-district.
All respondents came from different villages. These women were gathered for a political training conducted by LINA in
Bireuen, and each was selected by their geuchik. I thank Sultan Fariz Syah for his approval in having his training participants
in the questionnaire.
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From the above charts, we can see that the respondents from the village, who were selected by
the geuchik in their respective village to participate in a political training, had a shared confidence in women’s participation. Those who were selected by geuchik (to represent their village
in the training) are in fact amongst the small numbers of women who participate in village
meetings. This affects their optimistic perception on women in the meetings. They also feel
that political trainings are useful for their skills and knowledge. However, despite that they believe women can be just as good leaders as men, only a small number of them would be willing
to be a geuchik even if elected, while most of them refused or are undecided. Their most preferable occupations were something else. Housewife was the most liked occupation, attracting up
to 45% of respondents, followed by teacher (29%), entrepreneur (16,4%, and office employer
(9,1%). This reflects the lack of willingness for women to hold a leadership position.
Approaching the 2011 Governor election, the respondents’ responses show that the socialization has yet to reach a wider audience, and that women are mostly still uninformed about
political events.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In general, Aceh province has not yet significantly improved the position of women in the
legislative or political leadership. Several factors affect this, including internal party hindrance,
patriarchal culture, lack of women’s capacities and motivation, and lack of women’s awareness in the grassroots level in terms of social and political participation. However, women’s
participation in politics and decision-making processes in Aceh has also experienced some
improvement.
The trainings and programs conducted by the government and NGOs have had some positive impact. They have proven effective in increasing the numbers of women who participate
in the public forums, even though their participation in the discussions of these forums still
needs to be improved. Village chiefs have also started to select women representatives in the
village. Women who participate in the trainings also feel that the trainings help them to foster
their knowledge and motivation. All these factors contribute not only to an improved sense
of awareness and interest for women to involve in public decision-making processes, but they
also push the dominant male key actors in the grassroots level to start familiarizing with their
women villagers, which will help women to be seen and heard.
In the higher echelons of government structures, women are given an equal opportunity
to compete and participate. Their appointment is basically more dependent on their own performance and self-esteem in handling the responsibilities and challenges. Be it highly or less
political a position, the contestation faced by men and women is similar. Women activists in
West Aceh are more consolidated when compared to Bireuen, and they have jointly developed
their social and political agenda. We can detect this in the network built by Umi Hanisah and
Umi Cut Nuraini from Women Clerics Forum, as well as Maimanah’s activities as a former
policy maker and a current political candidate. These women work in the grassroots level.
However, in order to endorse women’s political participation for a wider audience they need
more support from the local government and key actors in villages. In conclusion, there does
not seem to be significant resistance for women to participate if they are proven to have the
required capacities.
This in turn has had an impact on the views held about the 30% women quota in elections.
The quota-effected number of women in the parliament or as political candidates is not as remarkable as their own presence in the public sphere. People assess women candidates based on
their qualities and capacities rather than how many women there are as candidates.
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Comparison: Women’s political participation and participation in decision-making process
in Bireuen and West Aceh
No

Elements

1

Cultural and religious arguments used to hinder women’s

Value

Bireuen

West Aceh

participation

(-)

Higher

Lower

2

Government’s political intervention

(-)

Lower

Higher

3

Government provides open access to women’s participation

(+)

Higher

Lower

4

Women’s groups consolidated

(+)

Lower

Higher

5

Progressive in action

(+)

Lower

Higher

6

Budget allocation supporting women’s participation

(+)

Low

Low

7

Women in DPRK

(+)

Low (2)

Low (1)

8

Political rivalry amongst women

(-)

Lower

Higher

9

NGO contribution for empowerment

(+)

Lower

Higher

10

Formalization of Sharia Islam		

High

High

11

Effectiveness of Musrenbang

(+)

Low

Low

12

Women’s economical empowerment

(+)

Higher

Higher

Bireuen and West Aceh districts seem to have somewhat different patterns in women’s political
participation. Women’s political participation in Bireuen, if we look at individuals in political
positions, is higher in numbers than in West Aceh. In West Aceh we barely see female political
party activists. In West Aceh women focus more on social works that is seen as a strategy to
consolidate women’s efforts to actively participate in the society. In this way, women with various social and political backgrounds can come together. In Bireuen, the government provides
more space and opportunities for women’s political participation than the government in West
Aceh that is highly interventionist. But if we look at cultural values, in West Aceh culture and
religion are less often brought up as factors hindering women’s participation than in Bireuen.
Based on the examination above we can detect some general patterns and dynamics in the
society. Opinions on women’s participation may vary, but sometimes they correspond with
each other and create common patterns. The dominant discourse on women’s political participation in decision-making processes in Aceh is a combination of culturally conservative views
on gender and fairly moderate views on gender in the fields of education and development.
Generally speaking, men in both urban and rural areas, and with various professional backgrounds in government offices, NGOs, and the village apparatus, share relatively similar views
on gender roles, according to which women can actively participate in the public sphere but
they should not be in leading positions as decision-makers, or at least they are less favourable
for these positions. A commonly shared view amongst men also holds that women are actually
given the space and opportunities to participate but it is the women themselves who do not
take those chances, either because they lack confidence, capacities, or initiative. There is also
seen to be a social norm that is sometimes hard to break.
Women in urban areas (with the position in the civil servants, former legislative candidates,
activists, intellects) and in rural sub-districts appear to have a much wider range of views. They
agree to some extent that women can be as good leaders as men, but the level of confidence in
women leadership is higher in the city, while the majority of women in the sub-districts area
remain less confident about holding a leadership position.
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Opinions over women’s involvement in the public and political sphere vary, but there is
a general tendency to adopt more conservative views on gender roles. Socio-cultural factors
are the strongest influential factors in determining women’s position in the society in Aceh.
Whenever the notion of women’s participation and leadership arises, the discussion is directly
framed to be about ‘gender equality,’ and about the dichotomy between ‘Western ideas’ visà-vis ‘Eastern’/’Islamic’/’Acehnese’ ideas. Talking about women’s participation and leadership
can thus also be perceived as a criticism or an offense to the adat values that are integral to
Acehnese identity. However, this view often fails to consider that adat itself as a norm is flexible and changes over the course of history. Due to this, the efforts to improve women’s participation in the decision-making process would not only lead to a better development for Aceh,
but would also enrich its adat.

KEY FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Discontinuity and partial empowerment by NGO trainings and programs: Empowerment
of women through trainings is often not sustainable, but sporadic, and the materials used
in training vary greatly. There is not enough synergy and integrating links amongst the
programs that would allow improved and more long-term achievements.

5. Public policy is strongly related to the political contestation. Hence, any further programs
should put emphasis on the approach to the winning party (PA for now). In Bireuen, the
former insurgency movement GAM with its current political machinery PA and its KPA
structure down to the village level is influential.
6. Women participation in supplementary democratic mechanisms is rare in general meetings, and limited mostly to occasional, separate women’s issue meetings: Women’s participation cannot be sufficiently boosted through a quota requirement. Attention should also be
paid to the cultural hindrances, needs, and interest in order to enhance women’s awareness.
7. The role of consolidated or associated gathering for women: Duek Pakat Inong Aceh
(DPIA) is a good example of social networking and potential to consolidation. However,
these kinds of associations need to outreach grassroots in terms of building awareness and
participation.
8. Support women’s participation in electoral politics. Strong logistics, intense network, ability to reach out to people, and political commitment are all highly crucial for women who
wish to run for political positions in elections. Women who are lacking these requirements
can be used as proxies by male candidates who tend to possess and have access to more
resources.

2. Government should encourage organisations to work with women in the grassroots level.
This could be done, for example, through a more progressive role of the Women’s Empowerment Office. These could be periodic visits to villages and involvement in assisting women’s
groups in villages such as family economic group, the PKK, and Quranic reading groups.
The involvement should not be limited to ceremonial activities. Organisations should involve religious leaders in dayah (teungku) and female clergy in their activities, and develop
a more effective and sensitive approach to adat. For example, instead of making new groups
or associations, trainings and programs could be organized in cooperation with the existing
structures such as women’s Quranic reading groups, PKK, and posyandu.
3. Different cultural and psychological context of general and local meetings: More attention
should be paid to the fact that trainings and seminars in villages have a different atmosphere from those of urban activist meetings. This will also contribute to the output of meetings. More emphasis should be put on how to approach the village apparatus prior to the
meetings because they are the substantial entry door in the grassroots. Women are driven
more towards economic empowerment and domestication. Thus in the village level, there is
a need to have a Musrena or a discussion group for women that is organized as a preparatory
forum to Musrenbang. This group could be endorsed to enhance women’s aspiration in a
more general issues related to women’s community needs.
4. Influential actors or institutions in shaping the public perception: Traditional Islamic
schools dayah, with its clerics and strong network, remain influential in a non-formal
spheres and cultural aspects of the society. There should be enhancement and support for a
periodical discussion and seminars on women’s issue in dayah. It is essential that religious
preaching brings up also issues such as women in social politics, and not only matters of
worship and afterlife. In West Aceh, Women Clerics Forum could be supported in terms of
increasing their bargaining power.
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